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Calafia

needles and notions
Straight needles, size 10 (6.00 
mm) or size to obtain gauge
Crochet hook, size 6.00 mm (J)

gauge
14.5 sts and 26 rows = 4” in 
Brioche Pat (See Note)
To save time, take time to check 
gauge

skill level   
Easy One size

finished measurements
Approximately 14” wide x 80” 
long (after blocking, not including 
fringe)

Yarn
BERROCO BRIZA (40 grs), 2 balls 
each #9303 Mendocino (CC2), 
#9318 Santa Clara (CC3), and 
#9356 Santa Cruz (CC4), and 1 ball 
each #9301 Del Norte (CC1) and 
#9345 San Francisco (CC5)

Designed by Amy Palmer
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ABBREVIATIONS & TERMS   

CC: contrast color 
k:  knit
pat(s):  pattern(s)
sl:  slip
st(s):  stitch(es)
wyif:  with yarn in front
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STITCH GLOSSARY
Brk: Knit together the next st and its accompanying 
yo
Sl1yo: Bring yarn forward, sl next st purlwise, bring 
yarn over needle to the back

BRIOCHE PATTERN
Row 1:  Sl 1 wyif, * brk, sl1yo, rep from * to last 2 sts, 
brk, sl 1 wyif.
Row 2:  K1, * sl1yo, brk, rep from * to last 2 sts, sl1yo, 
k1.
Rep these 2 rows for Brioche Pat.

NOTES
Because of the slipped sts, every 2 rows worked in 
the Brioche Pat will appear as 1 row of knitting (if 
you are counting your rows visually).
2 strands of yarn are worked together throughout 
scarf.

SCARF
With 1 strand each of CC1 and CC2 held together, 
cast on 51 sts.
Set-Up Row:  K1, * sl1yo, k1, rep from * across.
Work Rows 1 and 2 of Brioche Pat 60 times.  Break off 
CC1 and join another ball of CC2.
With 2 strands of CC2, work Rows 1 and 2 of Brioche 
Pat 8 times.  Break off one ball of CC2 and join CC3.
With 1 strand each of CC2 and CC3, work Rows 1 
and 2 of Brioche Pat 60 times.  Break off CC2 and join 
another ball of CC3.
With 2 strands of CC3, work Rows 1 and 2 of Brioche 
Pat 8 times.  Break off one ball of CC3 and join CC4.
With 1 strand each of CC3 and CC4, work Rows 1 
and 2 of Brioche Pat 60 times.  Break off CC3 and join 
another ball of CC4.
With 2 strands of CC4, work Rows 1 and 2 of Brioche 
Pat 8 times.  Break off one ball of CC4 and join CC5.
With 1 strand each of CC4 and CC5, work Rows 1 and 
2 of Brioche Pat 60 times.  

Bind-Off Row:  K1, * yo, brk, pass first knit st and 
yo over the brk, k1, pass st over, rep from * across.  
Break off yarn and pull through last st.

FINISHING
Weave in all ends.
Fringe:  Cut twenty-four 11” long strands of each 
color (120 strands total).  Place 1 strand of each color 
together (5 strands) and fold in half.  Using crochet 
hook, draw center of strands through one corner 
of cast-on row forming a loop.  Pull free ends of 
strands through loop forming fringe.  In this manner, 
make 12 fringes evenly spaced along cast-on and 
bound-off edges (24 total).  Trim fringe to even off if 
necessary.  Block as desired.

NOTE:  We recommend using yarns called for in our instructions. 
Every effort has been made to ensure that directions contained in 
this book are accurate and complete, however errors do occur. We 
cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters, human or 
typographical errors.

All pattern PDFs are updated when corrections are made. In the 
event of finding an error, please make sure you've downloaded the 
most recent version.
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